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Tenaro
Conferencing

SUSTAINABILITY

SURFACE MATERIALSSTATEMENT OF LINE

Surface materials shown in brochure:

 2LBW Bisque Wenge

 2LSN Storm Noce

 WY Snow

 ZW Pearl Snow

Colours are representative and may vary slightly from actual material.

Designed by Steelcase, Tenaro Conferencing is manufactured in 
Rosenheim, Germany for the EMEA (Europe, Middle East and Africa).

LEGS

TOP SHAPES

TECHNICAL FEATURES

Fixed height 
720mm

Telescopic 
620-820mm

Telescopic on castors 
620-820mm

Straight/Type 10

Cable management: Net top available for the triangle top shape.
Connections allow users to create different installations by sharing legs with middle 
leg connectors, or linking tables together, using desktop connector clips.

Barrel/Type 71

Pebble/Type 33

Triangle / Type 73

Leg features:
- Legroom: 360° - all around the table
-  Castors are available for the telescopic version.
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Multiple configurations  
for multiple interactions

Organizations rely on effective collaboration to generate 

new ideas. Tenaro Conferencing table shapes and sizes 

allow to configure different settings - from conferencing 

rooms to training spaces. It provides for both short 

spontaneous meetings and for long planned meetings.

of ideas are generated while working 
with someone else.*

* Workplace survey

70%

Sharing

Informative meetings require 
comfort for everyone. Both the 
T-leg and height adjustable 
telescopic leg provide constant 
ergonomics and comfort for 
users, wherever they are seated, 
all around the table.

Collaborating

Project teams need an 
environment that removes both 
physical and virtual barriers, 
allowing them to freely engage 
with analog and digital tools.  
The unique Tenaro triangle shape 
supports active collaboration,  
by giving participants equal 
access to the others and to  
the information displayed.

Training

Training is key for companies 
who want their employees to 
achieve the best results. Tenaro 
mobile tables facilitate fluid 
transitions between learning 
modes, making it easy to 
reconfigure face to face settings 
into more formal configurations.


